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1 Introduction 

Relative t-designs were defined in Q-polynomial and P-polynomial association schemes re-

spectively by Delsarte [6] in 1977 and Bannai-Bannai-Suda-Tanaka [1] in 2015. Actually, rel-
ative t-designs in P-polynomial association schemes were first introduced by Delsarte-Seidel 

[7] in 1998 for binary Hamming association scheme H(n, 2). They called such designs regular 

t-wise balanced designs which are equivalent to relative t-designs in H(n, 2) for P-polynomial 
structure with respect to the fixed point (0, 0, ... , 0). In 2015, Bannai-Bannai-Suda-Tanaka 

[1] proposed the definition for general P-polynomial association schemes and proved that 

the concepts of relative t-designs in Hamming association schemes H(n, q) (q~2) for P-
polynomial structure and Q-polynomial structure are equivalent. Using this good property, 
Bannai-Bannai-Zhu [2] proved a necessary and sufficient condition for relative t-designs on 

two shells of H(n, 2). In addition, they proved that if (Y, w) is a relative t-design in H(n, 2) 

on p shells then the subset of (Y, w) on each shell must be a usual (weighted) combinatorial 
(t+ 1-p)-design. It is an interesting question to ask how the situation is in the case of Johnson 

association scheme J(v, k). Each nontrivial shellふ ofJ(v, k) is known to be a commutative 
association scheme which is the product of two smaller Johnson association schemes. Bannai-

Zhu [4] studied relative t-designs on one shellふ inJ(v, k) for Q-polynomial structure and 

proved that they are T-designs inふ forT = {(t1, t2) I〇：：：： t1 +む：：：： t}. In particular, if 
the weight is constant, then relative t-designs on one shell in J(v, k) are mixed t-designs in 

J(kふ）⑭J(v-kふ） which were introduced and studied by Martin [8]. It is well known that 
Johnson association schemes are both P-and Q-polynomial association schemes. Therefore 
it would be interesting to ask the similar question for P-polynomial structure whether we 

can expect to regard relative t-designs on one shell of J(v, k) as weighted T-designs in Xr 

for some set T. 

In this report, we investigate relative t-designs in J(v, k) for P-polynomial structure and 
give the answer to this question. The main result is that if (Y, w) is a relative t-design 

supported by one shellふ inJ(v, k) for P-polynomial structure, then (Y, w) is a weighted 

T-design inふ withT = {(t1, t2) IO::; ti, ゎ：：：： t}. We also discuss the existence problem of 
tight relative t-designs. We make an algorithm to construct tight relative 2-designs in one 

shell and obtain many examples. In addition, we can construct some tight relative 3-designs 

on one shell X2u in J(Su, 4u) for integer u~l. 
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2 Preliminaries 

In this section, we will give the definition oft-designs in Q-polynomial association schemes 

introduced by Delsarte [5], designs in product of Q-polynomial association schemes by Martin 

[9] and relative t-designs in P-polynomial association schemes by Bannai-Bannai-Sud~
Tanaka [1]. (Please refer to [3] for more information on P-polynomial or Q-polynomial 
association schemes.) 

Throughout this report (Y, w) is assumed to be a weighted subset of X, namely, Y is a 

non-empty finite subset of X and w : Y→ 氏 O・

2.1 Definition oft-designs 

Definition 2.1 ([5, Theorem 3.10]). Let疋=(X,{凡｝い） be a Q-polynomial association 
scheme with respect to the ordering E。,E1, ... , Ek. A weighted subset (Y, w) of Xis called 
a weighted t-design in疋 ifEjX(Y,w)= 0 for all 1 ::; j ::; t, where X(Y,w) is the weighted 

characteristic vector of (Y, w) defined by 

X(Y,w) = { ;(y), ~: ~: ~: 

Definition 2 2 Let X V . . = (k) be the set of all k-subsets of V with IVI = v. A weighted 

subset (Y,w) of Xis called a weighted t-(v,k,>.t) design if for any z E (~) the following 
value 

I: w(y) =入t

yEY,zCy 

is a constant depending only on t but not on the choice of z. 

Remark 1. Delsarte [5, Theorem 4.7] proved that at-design in Johnson association scheme 

J(v, k) for Q-polynomial structure, which is a weighted t-design with constant weight w = l, 
is equivalent to a combinatorial t-(v, k, 入t)design. We should remark that this result is also 

true for (non-constant) weighted t-designs in J(v, k) and weighted t-(v, k, 入t)designs. 

2.2 Designs in product of Q-poly・ 
．． 

nomial associat10n schemes 

In this sunsection, we recall the concept of designs in product of Q-polynomial association 

schemes introduced by Martin [9]. For any positive integer ki, let Ci be the totally ordered 

chain on {O, 1, ... , k} and set C = C1 x C2. Consider the poset (C, :SJ) defined by 

C = {£= (£1, £2) I 0さRi::; ki, i = 1, 2} 

with partial order£'_ :SJ£if£~ さ£1and的さ £2.A subset T of C is called a downset in (C, :SJ) 
if£E T and£'_虹 imply£'_E T. For any set E C C, denote 

E+E:={(£1+£~,£2+£;) I(£ ぃ£2),(£~, £;) EE}. 
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Let 豆 =(X豆 {R~i)}に。） be a Q-polynomial association scheme and E: 訊Eド，...,Eいits
Q-polynomial ordering of primitive idempotents for i = 1, 2. For two points x = (x1, 四） and 
y = (Y1, Y2) from x(l) X x(2), define a relation R伽，加） on x(l) X x(2) by 

(x,y)ER仇1,加） if (x1, Y1) E R訊(x2,ぬ） E R~~l. 

Define王＝炉）R疋(2l= (x(1l x x(2l, n) as the product of these two associat10n schemes, 
where the relations set R is 

R = {R(h1,h2) IO :S h1 :S k1, 0 :S h2 :S k2}-

In particular, if X = J(v1, k1) 0 J(v2, 朽）， then,for x = (xi, 四）， Y= (Y1,Y砂E(仇） X (し），
(x, y) E R(h,,h2) means lx1 n y叶=k1 -h1 and lx2 n y叶=k2 -h2. Moreover, for a set 

Y C (r~) x (r~), we define the distance set of Y by 

A(Y) = { (h1, 加） l(x,y)ER仇,,h2),x,yE Y,xヂy}.

Note that (0, 0) (/_ A(Y). 

Definition 2.3 ([9, Theorem 2.3]). Let T be a downset of C. The weighted subset (Y, w) of 
X = x(l) X x(2) is called a weighted T-design in又＝虹）R豆 if

(Ei;) 0祀）X(Y,w) = 0, for all (t凶） E T¥{(O叫

In particular, if疋=J(vぃ柘） 0 J(v2, k2) with points set X = (仇） x (r~), then we have 
another equivalent d~finition of T-designs given by Martin [9, Lemma 2.2]. Define a partial 

order j on the set X = (v,) x (v2) by zゴyif z1~Y1 and z2~Y2 for z = (z1, 硲） and 
岱 1'.ok2

Y = (Y1叩） in x. 
Definition 2.4 ([8]). Let (Y, w) be a weighted subset of化） x化）k1 k2 . The pair (Y, w) is called 

a weighted (tぃむ）ー(v1,k1, v2, k2, 入(t,,t,))design if for any (z1, 硲） E (~) X 位）， thefollowing 
value 

L w(y1如）＝怖，t2)
(y1,y2)EY 

(z1,z2)::<(Y1,y2) 

is a constant depending only on the pair (t凸） but not on the choice of (z1, 砂）．

By Definition 2.4, we obtain the following lemma (see also [8]). 

Lemma 2.5. Let (Y,w) be a weighted (t1,t2)-(v1,k1,v2,k公入(t,,t2))design. Then it is also a 

weighted (s1, s2)-(v1, k1, v2, k2, 入(s1,s2))design satisfying 

G: = ;J G: = ::)袖t2)= G: = ;J G: = ::)入(s1,s2),
(2.1) 

whenever 0さS1さt1and 0さS2さt2.In particular, 入(o,oi= IYI-

Lemma 2.5 implies that a weighted (t, t)-(v1, k1, v2, k公入(t,t))design is exactly a weighted 

T-design in J(v1, 柘） @ J(v2占） with T = {(t1, t2) IO:::; t1, t2:::; t}. 
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2.3 Relative t-designs in P-poly nomial associatmn schemes 

Now let us give the definition of relative t-designs in P-polynomial association schemes 

introduced by Bannai-Bannai-Suda-Tanaka [1]. Let疋=(X,{凡｝に。） be a P-polynomial 

association scheme and u。afixed point in X. For O ::::; rさk,we call the subset Xr := { x E 

XI (x,uo) E凡}the r-th shell of疋. Let紐 bethe space consisting of column vectors 
indexed by the points in X. Given a point z E Xj, define a vector fz E JRIXI whose x-th 

entry is 

応） = { 1 if x E Xi, (x, z) E見，i2: j, 
0 otherwise. 

Let Homj(X) := span{fz I z E Xj} for OS j S k, then 

罠IXI= Hom0(X) + Hom1(X) +・ ・ ・+ Homk(X). 

We say Y is a subset of X on p shells Xr, U・ ・ ・U Xrp if {r I Y n Xr =/ 0} = {r1, r2, ... , rp}-

Denote以=Y n Xr" for 1 S v S p. 

Definition 2.6 ([1, Definition 1.1]). Let疋=(X,{凡｝に。） be a P-polynomial association 
scheme and u。afixed point in X. A weighted subset (Y, w) is called a relative t-design on 

p shells Xr, U・ ・ ・U Xrp in疋withrespect to u。ifthe following 

L 
P W(Y, り

IX叫
L f(x) = L w(y)f(y) 

v=l xEXrv yEY 
(2.2) 

holds for any f E Hom。(X)+ Hom1(X) +・ ・ ・+ Homt(X), where W(Y,.J =区yEYrvw(y). 

3 Relative t-designs in one shell of J(v, k) 

In this section, we discuss relative t-designs on one shell of Johnson association scheme 
J(v, k) for P-polynomial structure. We first describe the structure of each nontrivial shell 

of J(v, k). Let X = (り bethe set of all k-subsets of V = {1, ... , v} with v 2: 2k and 

J(v, k) = (X, {凡｝い） Johnson association scheme. For any fixed point u0 E X, denote 

ふ：= { x E X I Ix n u0 I = k -r}. Without loss of generality, we may assume u。=
{1,2, ... ,k}. Let Vi =uo, 怜=V¥uo and denote v; = l½I for i = 1, 2. 

p ropos1tion 3.1. Each nontrivial shell Xr of J(v, k) is identified with the product of two 
smaller Johnson association schemes J(k, kリ0J(v-k,朽）. More explicitly, 

(1) (Xr, {RhH=o)空 J(k,r)0 J(v-k,r) if 1さ： rさ息

(2) (Xr, {Rけい） ~J(k, k -r) 0 J (v -k, r) if~< r ::; 攣・

(3) (Xri {Rけい）竺 J(k,k -r) 0 J(v -k, v -k -r)炉翌<r::; k. 

Proof. For cases (1), (2) and (3), define the bijection¢: Xr→ （仇） x (r~) respectively by 

叩） = (Vi ¥x, 怜 nx), (Vinx, 怜 nx), (Vi¥x, 怜¥x).

We can check that, for x, y E Xr, (x, y) E Rh丘 h2if and only if (¢(x), の(y))E R(h1 ,h2)・

Therefore (Xr, { Rけに。）竺 J(kふ） 0 J(v-k, 灼）． ロ
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Remark 2. Without confusion, we identifyふ withthe product association scheme J(kふ）R
J(v -k, k2) whenever we mention designs in Xr. In addition, if (Y, w) is a weighted sub-
set of one shellふ ofJ(v, k), then the above map¢preserves the weight as well, namely, 

w(y) = w(¢(y)) for any y E Y. 

Now we are ready to give our main theorem. By definition 2.6, if p = 1, i.e., Y C Xr, 

then we have the specific condition for relative t-designs supported by one shell Xr as follows. 

W(Yr) L fz(x) = L叫）fz(Y),'vz E X。UX1 U・ ・ ・U Xt. (3.1) 
IX叶

xEXr yEY 

Theorem 3.2. If (Y, w) is a relative t-design in J(v, k) supported by one shell Xr, then 

(Y, w) is a weighted T-design in Xr with T = { (t1, t2) I O S几t2St}. 

Using Lemma 2.5, it is enough to prove that (Y,w) is a (t,t)-(v1,k1,v2,k2, 入(t,t))design 

for some constant入(t,t)if (ぷ{Rけい）空 J(v1,kリQ9J(V2, 柄） • More precisely, we need to 
prove that ~ w(y) is constant for any (zぃ硲）€ （り） X (~2). 

yE<j,(Y) 
(z1,z2)~y 

Remark 3. In Theorem 3.2, (Y,w) is a weighted T-design in Xr means (¢(Y),w) is a 

weighted T-design in J(k, k1) Q9 J(v -k, k2), where¢is the bijection defined in the proof of 
Proposition 3.1. 

4 Lower bound for relative t-designs on one shell 

In this section, we give the lower bound for relative t-designs on one shellふ ofJ(v, k). By 

Theorem 3.2, it is equivalent to obtain the lower bound for weighted T-designs in product 

association scheme J(k, kリ⑧ J(v-kわ） with T = {(t1, t2) I O :S t1, t2 :St}. The following 
lower bound of designs in product association schemes was proved by Martin [8]. 

Lemma 4.1 ([8, Theorem 3.2]). Let T be a downset in (C, s:l) and£a set satisfying (£+ 

£) n C~T. If Y is a T-design in J(v1, k1)⑳ J(v2占）， then

IYI~(ji~E£[ CJ -clv~1)]. [ C:)-C/~1)]. (4.l) 

Moreover, if equality holds, then for any (h1, 加） E A(Y) we have 

こ可(h1)勾（加） =0, 
(j1,h)EE 

where Qt¥x) is the following Hahn polynomial corresponding to J(vふ）

Qり(x)= ((~i) -C~1)) 3凡(―x'_-£:ロ~:~ti+j ; 1) 
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From the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [8], one can check that inequality (4.1) also holds for 

weighted T-designs in J(v1, kリQ5)J(V2, k吐

Corollary 4.2. If (Y, w) is a relative 2e-design in J(v, k) on one shell Xr with P-polynomial 
structure, then 

IYl2じ） (v~k)- (4.2) 

It follows from Theorem 3.2 that (Y, w) is a weighted T-design for T = { (t1, t2) I O :S 
t1, t2 :S 2e}. Take£= {(j1,J2) IO :S }1,]2 :Se}. Using Lemma 4.1, we obtain 

IYl2 芦t[じ）― cl~1)] . [ (v: k) - (;2 二~)] =じ） (v~k) 

.. 
Propos1tion 4.3. If (Y,w) is a relative (2e + l)-design in J(v,k) on one shell Xr with 
P-polynomial structure, then 

IYI 2: 4 e : 1) (V -:-1) (4.3) 

A relative t-design on one shell of J(v, k) is called tight if equality holds in (4.2) or (4.3). 
At the end of this subsection, we introduce the concept of projections for designs which 

will be used later. Given a (t1, t2)-(v1, k1, v2, k2, 入(t1,t2))design Y, define the left and right 
projection of Y 邸 follows.

y(L) = {y(L) I (y(L)'y(R)) E Y}. 

y(R) = {y(R) I (y(L)'y(R)) E Y}. 

Then y(L) are t1-(v1, kぃ袖，o))designs and y(R) are t2―(V2, k2, 入(Oh))designs. 

5 Tight relative 2-designs 

In this section, we give an algorithm to construct tight relative 2-designs (with constant 
weight) on one shell of J(v, k). We also provide two explicit examples. 

Assume the weight function is constant, i.e., w = l. Let (Y, 1) be a tight relative 2-design 
on one shell Xr of J(v, k). Using Lemma 4.1, we obtain the distance set A(Y) from the zeros 
of following equation. 

F(h心） =LQ隣） = l+Qい(h1)+ Q門（加）十 Qい(h1)Q門(h砂，
:j_ EE 

where£= {(O, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}. More explicitly, we have 

F(h1, 加）＝
疇 (v山— h1 -vふ+kr))(h四— h2 -k西+k~). 

k占 (v1-kリ（巧一柄）
(5.1) 
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Then we know that 

A(Y)~{ (k>:1-=-~柘），h2),(h1, k2~2-=-1k2)) IO::::; h1::::; k1,0::::; h2::::; k2,(hぃ加）ヂ (0,0)} 

The construction of explicit tight relative 2-designs on one shellふ inJ(v, k) (i.e. tight 

(2, 2)-(vi, k1, v2, k2, 入(2,2i)designs) Y is equivalent to the following problem. 

Problem. For a point set X = X(L) x x(R) = (v') (v2) x find a pair of 2-(v1, k1, 入(2,0))design 
k1 k2' 

y(L) = {YiL)'...'炉}c x(Ll and 2-(v2, k公入(0,2))design y(R) = {y砂，．．．，炉}cx(Rl (0,0) (0,0) 

with the same cardinalit so that Y = { ( (L) (R) 
Y, Yi , Yi) I 1 ::::; i ::::; 入(o,o)}C y(L) xY(R) satisfies the 

condition that, for each {p1, q1} C V1 and {p2, ゅ}c怜， thereexists exactly入(2,2)element(s) 
y E Y such that ({p直 },{P2位｝）さ y. The partial order ::< means {p1, q1} C y(L) and 

伽，ゅ}C y(R). Moreover, the parameters入(o,o),入(2,0),入(o,2)and入(2,2)satisfy the relation 
given by Eq. (2.1). 

5.1 Basic idea for th 
． 

e construct10n 

Now we explain the basic idea of an algorithm to construct (2,2)-(v1,k1,v2,k2, 入(2,2))de-
signs for a given 2-(v1, k1, 入(2,o))design as the left projection y(L). The algorithm is ap-

plicable for cases when the size of 2-(v2, k2, 入(2,2))design is equal to入(2,0).Define y(L) = 
((L) (L) (L) ~ (R) 
Y1 , Y2 , ・ ・ ・, Y入） and Y = ( (0,0) 

(R) (R) (R) 
Y1 , Y2 , ・ ・ ・, Y入）(0,0) . We introduce the notation of p (p, q; z) 

for a given z = (z1, z2, ... , z入co,oi)and p, q E V1 (pヂq),defined as 

p (p, q; z) = (zi" Zi2, ... , Zi入c2,oJ)for { i1, i2, ... , i入(2,0)= {i I {p,q} CY?) E砂｝．

We observe that p (p,q;f(R)) is a 2-(v2,k2, 入(2,2))design. This will be the key fact in the 

algorithm. We use this fact as a condition to fix the right (ordered) projection f(R). 

The essential idea of the algorithm is the following. We choose one 2-(v1, k1, 入(2,o))design 

as the left (ordered) projection y(L). The right (ordered) projection f(R) is unknown. Denote 

c = (0, ... , 0) of length 入(o,o)• Since p (P, q; y(R)) for {p, q} c Vi is a 2-(v2, k2, 入(2,2))design, 

we assign one 2-(v2, k2, 入(2,2i)design to p (p, q; c). We do this for all choices of {p, q} C竹

If we find a c that is consistent with all conditions from p (p, q; c), then we take it as f(R). 

5.2 Examples for tight relative 2-designs 

Example 1. One trivial example for tight relative 2-design (i.e., (2,2)-(v1, k1, v2, k2, 入(2,2))de-
sign) Y is the product of a symmetric 2-(v1, k1, 入1)design y(L) and a symmetric 2-(v2, k2, 入砂

design y(R) with the same cardinality and入1. ふ＝入(2,2).Namely, 

y = {(狐Yj)I Yi E y(Ll,yj E y(R), 1~i~V1, 1~j~ 疇

Example 2. Tight relative 2-designs onふ inJ(14, 7), i.e., tight (2, 2)-(7, 3, 7, 3, 1) designs. 
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Using the algorithm, we obtain many tight (2, 2)-(7, 3, 7, 3, 1) designs. Since both the left 
and right projections of a (2, 2)-(7, 3, 7, 3, 1) design are 2-(7, 3, 7) designs, take the second 
2-(7, 3, 7) design on Spence's homepage [10] as the left projection. We give two examples 
which is constructed from that 2-(7, 3, 7) design. Let 

Y1 = {(Yi,,Yh), (Yi2,Y砂 (Y10,Yi,)I ic E hie E Jc,£= 1,2}, 

Y2 = {(Yi1,Y砂 (Yi2,Yi2),(Y10,Yis)) I ic E Ie,j五EJ加£=1, 2, m = 1, 1, 3.} 

where 11 = {1,2,3,4,7,9}, 12 = {5,6,8,11}, J1 = {1,2,3,4,7,9}, J2 = {10}, J3 
{1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 9}. Here Yi denotes the i-th block of the list given below. 

{1,2,3},{1,4,5},{1,6, 7},{2,4,6},{2,4, 7},{2,5,6},{2,5, 7},{3,4,6},{3,4, 7},{3,5,6}, 

{3,5, 7},{1,4,6},{1,5, 7},{2,4,5},{2,6, 7}. 

Then both Y1 and Y2 are tight (2, 2)-(7, 3, 7, 3, 1) designs with the following distance sets. 

A(Y1) = {(O, 2), (2, 0), (2, 2), (1, 2), (3, 2)}, 

A(Y2) = {(O, 2), (2, 0), (2, 2), (2, 1), (2, 3), (1, 2), (3, 2)}. 

Example 3. A tight relative 2-design onふ inJ(26, 13), i.e., tight (2, 2)-(13, 4, 13, 4, 1) 
design. 

Both the left and right projections of a (2, 2)-(13, 4, 13, 4, 1) design are 2-(13, 4, 13) de-
signs. It is known that there is a unique symmetric 2-(13, 4, 1)-design V13 up to automor-
phism. Take twelve copies of V13 and one more design by permuting the points of V13 
labelled by 12 and 13, then we have a 2-(13, 4, 13) design as the left projection y(L). Using 
the algorithm, we construct a tight (2, 2)-(13, 4, 13, 4, 1) design Yin the following. 

Y = {(Yiu Y砂 (Yi2,Y砂 (Yi3,Y1s) I ic E him E /加£=1,2,3,m = 1,2}, 

where 11 = {1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 22, 30}, 12 = {13, 16, 20, 23, 26, 29}, 13 = {14, 15, 19, 24, 27, 28}, 
11 = {1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 13, 16, 20, 22, 23, 26, 29, 30}, 12 = {2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 17, 21, 25, 31, 32}. 
Here Yi denotes the i-th block of the list given below 

{1,2,3,4},{1,2,3,13},{1,4, 7,12},{1,5,6, 7},{1,5,9,11},{1,6,8,10},{1,8,9, 10}, 

{1,11, 12,13},{2,4,9,10},{2,5,8,11},{2,5,8, 12},{2,6, 7,11},{2,6,9,12},{2,6,9,13}, 

{2, 7,10,12},{2, 7,10,13},{3,4,8,11},{3,5, 7, 10},{3,5,9,12},{3,5,9,13},{3,6,9,12}, 

{3,6,10,11},{3, 7,8,12},{3, 7,8,13},{4,5,6,13},{4,5,10,12},{4,5,10,13},{4,6,8,12}, 

{ 4, 6, 8, 13}, { 4, 7, 9, 11 }, {7, 8, 9, 13}, {10, 11, 12, 13}. 

The distance set of Y equals 

A(Y) = {(O, 3), (1, 3), (2, 3), (3, 0), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3)}. 
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5.3 Tight relative 3-designs on one shell of J(v, k) 

In this subsection, we will discuss the existence problem of tight relative 3-designs (Y, w) in 
J(v, k) on one shell with constant weight, i.e., w = 1. 

Let Vi= uo, 怜=V¥u0. We introduce the notation 

噂，＇認={(Y1 -W1,Y2 -W2) I (Y1如） E rp(Y), W; C Yi CV; -U;}, 

where W; and U; are subsets of¼such that W; n U; = 0 for i = 1, 2. Using the proof of 
Proposition 4.3, if there exists a tight relative 3-design Y on one shellふ ofJ(v, k), then 

we have four tight {(2,12)}-designs誓靡嘔訊塙誓 and噂り respectivelyin product 

association schemes J (v1, k1 -1) さ J(v~, k2-l), J(v~, k1 -1)をJ(v~, k2), J(v~, kリ⑧J(v~,k2-l) 
and J(v~, kリ@J(v~, k2), where v~= k -1, v~= v -k -1 and 

(kぃ灼） ~rn~〗：：）： k -,), 

if 1さrs;½, 

if½<rs; デ，
ifデ <rさk-1. 

According to the computer search, there is only one family of possible parameters, i.e., 

(v,k,r) = (8u,4u,2u) when v::; 3000. 
We can construct a tight relative 3-design on one shellぶ inJ(8u, 4u). Choose any 

” tight relative 2-design on one shell X加ー1in J(8u -2, 4u -1) as Y Replacing the left 
(0,0) (a,/3). 

(resp. right) projection of Y by its complementary design, then this new design is Y (a,/3) 

(resp. 塙誓）• Replace both the left and right projection of Yc~, 誓bytheir complemen~:![ 

designs and denote this new design as瑞闊)• Define the sets Yi, Y2, Y3, 兄 asfollows. 

Y1 = { (Y'U {a}, Y" U {/3}) I (Y', Y") E誓，＇悶｝，

Y2 = { (Y'U {a}, Y") I (Y', Y") E Yi闊｝，

Yg = { (Y', Y" u {/3}) I (Y', Y") E精誓｝，

兄＝噂誓．
Then Y = Y1 U½U Y3 U Y4 is a tight relative 3-design on the shell X2u in J(8u, 4u). 

5.4 Further problem 

According to the computer search, if r :S~'then we get the following table for the possible 
parameters of tight relative 2-designs on one shell兄 inJ(v, k), (i.e., tight (2,2)-(k, r, v -

k,r, 入(2,2))designs). 

V 14 22 26 29 30 32 32 37 37 38 

k 7 11 13 13 15 11 16 15 16 19 

r 3546756769  

入(2,2)II 1 4 1 5 9 2 4 6 3 16 
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There are two interesting two families in the table above, namely, (k, r, 入(2,2))= (研 +u+

1,u+l,1) and (k,r, 入(2,2))= (4u -1, 2u -1, (u -1)りforinteger u 2 2. We obtained some 
non-trivial examples for the first family when u = 2, 3, 4, 5. Problem one is the general 
construction for tight relative 2-designs with the possible parameters from the above two 

families. 

According to the computer search for v :S 3000, there is only one family of parameters 

(v, k, r) = (8u, 4u, 2u) for tight relative 3-designs and we can construct such designs if the 
tight relative 2-designs involved exist. Problem two is whether all the tight relative 3-

designs on one shell of J(v, k) have the parameter (v, k, r) = (8u, 4u, 2u). 
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